+Also with Lulei University Abstract: Range cameras using structured light and triangulation are essentially based on the assumption of one diffuse reflection from the measured surfaces. Specular and transparent objects usually give multiple reflections and direct triangulation can give different types of 'ghosts' in the range images. These 'ghosts' are likely to cause serious erron during gripping OPerations.
INTRODUCTION -THE PROBLEM
For autonomous gripping and navigation, range cameras are useful geometric sensors. This paper is towards understanding their basic limitations. Emphasis is on mirror like objects as in Fig. 1 , the ambiguities generated by single reflections in a mirror can be reduced when the robot is moving'
The paper starts by describing experiments that illuminate the problems and also justifies the forthcoming analysis.
The motion of the robot can be used to detect and estimate the orientation of the mirror in Fig. 1 .
Also, a new type of holographic lens is presented. This lens, gives 19 equally spaced dots on a line instead of the usual plane, thus reducing the possibility of ambiguities. To illustrate the problem this composite scene is illuminated by a single light-plane and ambient light. The scene contains a combination of fairly diffuse objects and specular objects. One light plane is transmitted and in directions A and C two light-planes are receivec (the number of light-planes are marked below the image). This type of one-transmitted-two-return causes ambiguities. Active reductio1 of these 'ghosts' is the topic of this paper. It is left to the reader to interpret the scene. The distance from the camera to the objects i! 0.25 m.
This work was partially funded by NUTEK(J.N.) and faculty sponsored by CENIIT 0-7803-2072-7194 $4.00 0 1994 IEEE The treatment of transparent objects is also simplified since each ray can be traced.
The following analysis is purely geometrical for the laser plane-camera combination, with one mirror in the scene. For a photometric analysis of specularities during motion see [ZGB89] and [Bla85] . Occlusion is not studied in this paper.
A Recalling the Principles of the Range Camera based on light-plane projection
The basic principle of the range camera is illustrated in Fig 2. 1' Topview A CCD camera To obtain a full 3D range picture the light plane will be deflected from the standard orientation by the angles OrpEIOmi,,, Om,,] as illustrated with the light grey plane touching the bottom of the box. The direction of one individual ray within the plane P is then defined by the two angles gip and P
For the intersection between a light-plane ray with angle p and the scene, the (x, y, z ) coordinates are found by triangulation. The camera parameters are: b -distance between the camera and the light plane 0,-orientation of the camera f -focal distance and scaling of the (U, v )-axes, (assumed to be known from calibration).
In the normal case of diffuse reflection (Lambertian model [NIK91], [Ho86]), the intensity Z(u, v) detected by the camera emanates from the intersection between the light plane P and the object. Triangulation is used to calculate the intersections between P and the rays going through the pinhole of the camera collecting the intensity at (U, v).
This gives the range and direction to all objects reflecting the intensity of the plane and within the view of the camera. However, not all intensity collected by the sensor array is emanating from the plane P.
LI. TYPICAL IMAGES FOR SPECULAR AND TRANSPARENT

OBJECTS
The range camera principle above basically assumes a diffuse (Lambertian) surface. This section and the introductory Fig 1 illustrates that many common materials generates images that are far from being Lambertian. For photometric models of specular reflection see [NIKBl] or [Wo194] .
A Experiments for a Glass Bottle
In Fig. 3 , the laser intensity image for a sheet-of-light illuminated bottle is shown.
laying on a flat surface-and illuminated by a sheet of light. The flat surface is clearly visible and the label is seen through the bottle as the bright 'concave' curve. The 'convex' front side of the bottle is barely visible due to the transparency. The blob indicated by the white arrow has an angle close to specular incidence.
The laser intensity image is obtained by taking the difference between one image with the laser on and a second without the light-plane. The transparent glass reflects some light since the angle is close to the specular . The paper label is brighter since the Lambertian surface reflects more light in the direction of the camera. Only the specular spike on the glass closest to the viewer, is as bright as the paper.
This case shows that to be able to handle transparent objects multiple responses of varying intensity in different directions must be considered.
B. Experiments for a Partially Specular Surface
The coffee cup in Fig 4 is made of a ceramic material.
Ceramics are dielectrics and show specular reflection at high incidence angles (shown by Wolff, [Wo194] ). In Fig. 4 effects of the specular reflection can be seen on the flat surface behind the cup. Beneath the straight line from the light w land surface intersection, a weaker slightly bent line appears it the arrows. This line is generated by light with high inciience angle reflected by the curved surface at both sides of -ground and the conveicylkd& are clearly visible. The partially specular surface reflects some of the light plane to a 'concave ghost' curve (the arrows) on the background.
In this case, the direct triangulated image would create an impression of a semi transparent, slightly curved surface in front of the flat background. For a polished mirror surface the 'concave ghost' would have been much brighter than the true convex cylinder intersection.
C. Range Image for an Object with Internul Scattering (Nylon Bolt)
In this example the light-plane is scattered inside the material causing a wide diffuse line. In the image in Fig 5 the laser line on the bolt is much more diffuse than the line on the paper box. This causes high variance when the v-coordinate in the image is extracted using a centre of mass calculation. In. EXPERIMENTS WITH MULTIPLE SCATTERING AND MOTION.
D. Diferent Types of Scattering
Let us return to the initial scene in Fig 1. This scene consists of one paper box of dimensions 34x35~85 mm and, to the left of the box, a metal mirror of dimensions 44x204 mm tilted backwards e,= 4.3 degrees. Three range photos were taken of this scene at distances 0.10 0.20 and 0.30 m away from the box (Fig 6) . Between the image acquisition the motion was along the light-plane keeping z
In the range plots in Fig 6 we can see two corners which are consistent with the cameras ego motion. The corner to the right is the true corner of the box whereas the corner to the left is a range mirror image.
The cause of the non moving corner is the following: The light-plane is reflected back by the mirror and illuminates the rear side of the paper box. This illuminated comer is then reflected by the mirror to the camera. This false corner turns out to be stationary as the robot approaches the scene. The line above the comer to the right is the closest of the false intersections. In the range pictures it can be noted how this line and the mirror image of the true light-planelbox intersection line are moving towards the boxes. This motion is clearly detectable and indicates a possible mirror in the scene.
The range measures were made using a low threshold for distances 0.10 0.20 to see as much reflections as possible in spite of the noise. By this low thresholding it is possible to see the intersection light-plane/mirror in the 0. Case 00 is the well known mutual illumination. Both are excluded since they generally do not produce any significant intensity in the range image.
A. Properties of the illuminating planes
To specify the illuminating light plane, Fig. 2 and Fig 7, we use the position of the light-plane focus:
and the surface normal :
rays of the light-plane can then be written:
with /3 E [p,, ,p,,,,] as the angle along the scan.
By tracing the individual rays of P through a scene as in section 3 the three mirror cases MO, OM and MOM are investigated for a flat mirror. By this it is shown that:
The virtual position of collected light of case MOM lies on the extension of the ray emitted in that direction. The 'ghost' behaves just as a true object at the virtual position. Emitted light of both cases MO and OM belong to the same plane. If the mirror normal is not orthogonal to the light plane normal, points belonging to this reflected plane will be outside the light-plane. When the camera is moved their
T (2)
Let /3 be the angle along the light-plane. The direction unit {[ motion will be inconsistent. This is the case for the two moving lines in section 3.
For the scenes illustrated in Fig. 1,6 and 7 there are, conceptually, four planes of light.
Two real planes (in 'front' of the mirror):
Plane P: The plane transmitted by the cylindrical lens at the laser. This plane contains all illumination for the standard case 0.
Plane Pg : When the transmitted plane P hits the mirror, a second plane, P , is generated by reflection in the mirror. This plane gives the illumination for all MO cases. Fig. 7A shows the two illuminating planes.
Two virtual planes ('behind' the mirror):
Plane P, :The transmitted plane P illuminates objects in the scene. When these illuminated objects are observed through the mirror they are described to be illuminated by the virtual plane P,. In this plane the OM cases is found ( Fig  7B) .
Plane Pvg: The plane generated by the mirror P, illuminates objects in the scene. When these illuminated objects are observed through the mirror they are described to be illuminated by the virtual plane P,, . Plane PVg finally contain the MOM cases (Fig. 7C ).
For these four planes the following properties hold Property 2: If i p * ; , U +o then both mirror-images (OM) and the reflected-laser-intersections (MO) lie in a plane outside the original light-plane, P. As the robot moves, a range image based on the assumption that light only emanates from plane P is inconsistent with a stationary scene.
The detection of this inconsistency depends on the distance between the 'ghost' and the light-plane (a larger distance is easier to detect).
Property 3: The two planes P and P,,, are identical with surface normal A V =h, (proof in appendix).
As a consequence, 'ghosts' of type MOM belong to plane P and will move consistently with the robot in the range image.
Property 4: Ifthe motion of the robot is confined to the light-plane, the planes P, P , and P, remain unchanged (except for their extensions). All objects intersecting with these planes can only be illuminated at this intersection during motion.
Proof If the robot moves within the light-plane, the new light-plane will be equal to the old (except for their extensions). Since all the other planes only depend on the laser generated light plane the geometry will remain unchanged. However, the distribution of rays (the intensity) within the planes changes. 
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V. 'CHASING GHOSTS' USING ACTIVE ILLUMINATION AND MOTION
If the motion of the range camera (camera and laser) is known, some of the 'ghosts' above can be detected and excluded.
The sheet of light defines a plane (z=O) in the (x, y, z ) space and the robot is assumed to have its motion in that plane.
In this section, equations for estimating the true 3D position from 2D range images during motion are given. Basically the idea is to use the optic flow ([Ho 861 and [DaX91] ) of the 'ghosts' to determine their 3D-location. Since we expect to find range cameras on the market with only range data as output, the calculations will be in the range image instead of the ordinary camera image. This solution will have the same shortcomings as other solutions to optic flow (aperture problems, correspondence problems etc.).
The correspondence problem will be simplified for scenes with only one mirror. Only points not corresponding to the transmitted light plane need to be considered.
A. Using Motion to Localise Range 'ghost' in 3 0 from 2D-Light Plane Detections
If the camera collects large intensities emanating from points outside the light plane (described in section 3) the solution for the intersection with the light plane will obviously give a false position.
camera \\ light emitting b : ' \\poi nt
Gg. 10. The apparent motion of a 'ghost' point: The range camer moves the distance D where D is confined to the light plane During this motion the 'ghost' of the point 7, (from plane Pg o P,). interpreted as originating from the light plane P, moves th distance 6 (6 is positive when the motion is opposite D).
Since the motion and the geometry of the sensor is known, the true 3D-position can be estimated from a range image sequence of 'ghosts' confined to the light plane.
As a consequence of property 4 above the true position of all 'ghosts' are stationary in the scene.
Consider one well defined point shaped 'ghost' at height h outside the light plane (Fl in Fig. 10) .
= [ rl cos( a]) rl sin( a]) hIT
with a1 as the angle between the x-axis and the projection of Fl on the x-y-plane (light-plane).
The range camera image of this 'ghost', will be at the position t' l , where the light plane is intersected by the line passing through the camera pln hole and the 'ghost'. When the camera is moved, the range camera image of this point will move in a revealing way.
From the geometry in Fig 10 we get the following uniform triangle equations: Now the true 3D coordinates of the point as seen from the first scanning position can be expressed using, the first measurements of the 'ghost' (rl'and al), its detected motion (@ and the known camera motion (D).
For the detection of a 'ghost', its apparent motion 6 must be significantly larger than the combined uncertainty of the range-camera and the motion of the camera. 
B. Finding the Mirror in Experimental Data of Multiple Scattering and Motion
Returning to the experiment in section 3, we use equations (6), (7) and (9) to estimate the position of the mirror. From the range-images from each position, the end points of the 'ghost lines' (marked with 'x' in Fig 11) were manually selected. The true 3D positions of these 'ghosts' were estimated (projections on x-y-plane marked with '0' in Fig 11) . From their 3D position the orientation and position of the mirror was estimated as the solid line in Fig 11. Currently, work is being done using innovation based detection [MP 711, [BSF 881 to automatically extract the 'ghosts' [KL093] .
Note that the angle of the mirrored comer is not rectilinear since it is produced by the reflected light plane cutting the box at an angle of 26, to the x-y plane.
As illustrated by the upper '0'-pair in Fig. 11 the position of the mirror image of the box will not coincide with this comer.
Since the box is standing almost upright, the projection of the reflected laser-box intersection has almost the same x-y coordinates as the box / light plane intersection (as shown by the lower '0'-pair).
Note also the effect of using the centre of mass for the position of the detected laser line. The intensity of the mirror intersection line is merging with the line of the reflected light-plane intersecting the box. At the lower left end of the points belonging to the mirror, this is causing the small bias towards the 'ghost line' . 
W. REDUCING THE AMBIGUITIES USING A LIGHT PLANE WITH 19-RAYS
One inherent weakness with a range camera is the loss of identity along the scan. By using a plane of individual laser rays as shown in Fig 12, Tracking is simplified since each ray is individual not one in a homogenous plane.
However, this method has a larger need of a model of the scene since the position of a ray intersection will generally move when the range camera moves.
To be able to use the geometry in Fig. 10 to find the mirror, a model of the surfaces of the object must be used to compensate for the motion of the rays.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, experimental examples and analyses were given of several sources of ambiguities in range camera interpretations. Explicit experiments were given for the cases Specular scattering (Fig 1, 3 , 4 , 6 , 9 and 12 ) Multiple scatterings (Fig 1 , 4 , 6 , 9 and 1 1 ) Internal scattering giving 'glowing parts' (Fig 5 ) Transparent object having specular peaks (the bottle in Fig. 3 )
For scenes with a plane mirror, it was shown that: A mirror image for case MOM with light propagation laser+ Mirror+ Object+ Mirror+ camera can not be distinguished from the basic case 0 (laser -+ Object -+ camera) for a sheet-of-light range cam era. A reflected laser (case MO) and mirror image (case OM) of a light plane intersection is detectable if the mirror is oriented with a normal vector pointing out of the light plane. The position and orientation of the mirror can be estimated if detected 'ghosts' 'span the mirror image' of the light plane. Current and forthcoming work has been focused on:
Experiments with other sources of illumination e.g. dots on a line Finding a modelling framework for reducing/detecting ambiguities by motion. This includes extension of the analysis above for a scanning laser plane. We also intend to include occlusion effects [Mal3931 .
Analysis of how the shape of the laser plane and extraction method effects range noise is in progress. 
. A mal (a:s in Fig Al) i. e. 
For the virtual counterparts to?l and?2 we have with normal:
Since all planes must intersect with the mirror at the same line, the two planes P , and P , are identical (except for their extent).
Proof of property 3
In Fig. A2 we consider the case when the light-plane first hits the a mirror and then a diffuse object. The illuminated line on the object is finally observed by the camera through the mirror. Below we show that the mirror image stays stationary as the robot's motion is confined to the light-plane.
Consider a single ray ; I EP reaching the mirror at rro.
The new direction after reflection in the mirror is rr = r l -2(FI *iiM)iM, where SM is the unit normal of the mirror.
This reflected ray illuminates the object at the point where s is the distance along the ray i, from thus 7, =Fro +s;, hence the virtual image lies is in the same direction as the original laser ray and the plane spanned by the virtual rays is the same as the original plane P.
Since the virtual point lies on an original ray it will behave just as a real point at the same position. The same applies to any MOM-intersection, for example the rear corner of the box in Fig 6. 
Reflection in a polished cylinder
For a mirror like cylinder the reflected surfaces will no longer be planar. In this section expressions for the reflected surface C, corresponding to P, for the planar mirror are presented. Let the reflecting cylinder of radius R be defined by the direction of its symmetry-axis 6, and one arbitrary point 7, on the centre axis.
The intersection between P and the cylinder will be an ellipse. The surface normal of the cylinder at an illuminated point 7 , is n = With i , , y , as any orthogonal vector pair spanning the plane withnormal i c . With a scanning motion upwards of the light-plane, the curved arc on the floor will move out from the cylinder. This implies a surface which would have occluded the prior laser scan line. If not transparent objects are allowed such motion is inconsistent (for a range camera based on assumption of light only from plane P). Fig 9 A polished steel cylinder illuminated by a light-plane with incidence angle 14 degrees. Notice that the reflected rays reaching the floor has larger intensity than direct illumination on the cylinder. An exception is the specular blob. The line on the cylinder is the mirror image of the curve on the floor! (the image has been enhanced to survive in printing). 
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